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this solo
( the poem )

listen: https://soundcloud.com/marion-storm/poem-lake-studios-edition

or read: step 1, click: https://stormchoreo.graphics/dance-projects/solo-choreographic-research/

step 2, on that page click  “Take me to the poem”.

https://soundcloud.com/marion-storm/poem-lake-studios-edition
https://stormchoreo.graphics/dance-projects/solo-choreographic-research-lake-studios/


this solo

( the reference bundle )

         See Appendix (last page).

my grandmother (1921 - 2022)



this solo The poem at play here is something storm wrote after each day of rehearsal

at the master exerce in Montpellier (2020-2021), which contours some ways & why’s of gathering
together to dance. The poem is deeply personal and wildly fictional, full of embodied figures like
crones, crows, and kronos haunting between the lines. Relying on this poem - as an anchor and also
as a material to shape and re-shape in live performance - storm experiments & stretches the genre of
site-responsive, in situ dance and attempts to stay truly present, honoring our gathering together.

( the back story ) Place-based movement research characterizes all storm’s dance projects since
2018 – most recently The Apparitions Method (gathering practices for 3+) with daniel luhmann and alex
viteri arturo in Europe, and iterative ongoing programs with The Hungry Mothers collective in the
United States. What site-responsive choreography & composition  looks like during a rehearsal day:
lingering along the edge spaces, taking the indoors somehow outdoors and the inverse, dancing and
being danced by what’s already moving like the spiders on the River Leie or the Halophiles in the New
York City subway, composing-with terrain and terra’s many cues & potentialities, like, where do
human-made pathways begin and end. Still, site-responsiveness brings up all kinds of questions and
problems for her like, where is the role of preparation especially in the realm of sound(ing)(s),
light(ing)s, and choreograph(ies)(ing)?

And, responsiveness to which elements of the site, and which temporality?
Ultimately, this project wonders : How is it that highly attuned movement - attached to & produced
with a place - can open portals into other place-spaces, fiction, and memory? How will this
dancer performing this dance ferry us - together and alone - into some of the eternal imageries
and provocative imaginaries this poem about dancing until our hearts stop proposes?



this solo
 in a circle, in a mess, for too long

in a context that supports exchange, side conversations

an open bar…. before and in between acts at a performance festival, like Sara Manente suggests:

durational, ongoing, several hours. come and go as you wish.

( the way of gathering ) storm will ask for your help as the scenography & poem unfold each other.

you may be asked to help pass out champagne and glasses to perform a toast.

we will start in a circle, all of us including storm on a cushion.

she’ll talk to you for a while, introduce herself. say her name. she’ll ask you to get comfortable.

there will be a projection of text on the wall. not all of you will be able to see it. it’s ok.

the projection is likely in english. she is really sorry about that.

she will plan in advance a few simple lighting cues to do on her own,

to really amplify what she’s saying/dancing. she will plan in advance

a few simple sound cues with the technician of the space

so that the sounds she has recorded at the river nearby, of her singing,

of her singing a song she wrote for our gathering, can bubble up when they are called for by the poem.



this solo
You’re encountering this figure, this woman, this dancer, who has been “dancing for

the rest of her life” for about 200 years now… In the company of others dancing too.

So she has developed an economy of movement that helps her to materialize certain

scored improvisations that she made while dancing in places, as well as to move

( the quality of movement ) thru embodied states proposed by the poem:

an animal who slinks away into the shadow

spaces; wise women haunting in the shadows

making balms and smokes and teas; wolves

traveling in packs; children on sleepover refusing

sleep; an anarchist folk dance that unfolds each

day at dawn; giving one another our hearts;

trapped in the ocean’s undertow….

“ sinking down on our knees and springing back up we keep time / we take in all the oxygen we
need if only not to stop / because here we are / dancing again in impossible conditions ” …



this solo

( rehearsal methodology )

Movement research began for this project on a one month residency at Lake Studios Berlin in October 2022.

To create movement material to manipulate, challenge, and rely on in live performance of this

spoken/dancing poem, storm filmed her first movement encounter with the studios: a large studio (pictured,

which provoked BIG movements), a small studio (meticulous, fine movement), an outdoor studio (focused on

touch and listening), and a garden space (site-responsiveness of gestures).



Storm learned the filmed scored improvisations and turned them into choreographies that permeate the

movement states during live performance - coming in and fading out. So far the dancing is made up of 80%

movement states (proposed by the poem, including an anarchist folk dance and an animal who slinks away

into the shadow spaces), and roughly 20% “choreography”. The choreography bubbles up as though it is

always under the surface, waiting. A kind of memory residue from this figure’s history of dancing.

The next phase of this solo performance is to practice one state at a time and let it spill and take new

shapes, and to listen to what the consequences are for the rest of the dance. This next phase includes time

in the studio alone and with a dramaturg, starting to compose with more detail and rigor which

movement states show up when, and how the movement triggers the speaking. A�er a work in progress

showing at Lake Studios storm received valuable feedback affirming that nonlinear time is a definite

material of this work: the next series of rehearsals will test the ways in which the projected text, the spoken

text, the choreography, and the movement states link and de-link, trigger one another, overlap, and weave

multiple meanings into the performance. This next phase of research will require at least one public

showing, because how storm interacts with the public and asks them to help distribute materials as

the poem progresses is a crucial aspect of the project’s intention of ritualizing and honoring why and how

we gather.



this solo

RESEARCH :  Lake Studios Berlin, 7 october - 6 november 2022

SHOWING :  Lake Studios Berlin, “Unfinished Fridays”, 28 october 2022

DEVELOPMENT :  Performing Arts Forum, 23 december ‘22 - 3 january ‘23

( production calendar )

CO-PRODUCTION : ( en cours )

PREMIER : (en cours)



this solo

Berlin-based Outside Eyes, at Lake Studios:

Cory Tamler, Researcher & Dramaturg (USA)

Alex Viteri Arturo, Researcher & Performer (COL)

Elena Rose Light, Performer & Choreographer (USA)

Julia Barrette-Laperriere, Performer & Choreographer (CAN)

Shelley Etkin, Gardener & Social Practice Artist (USA)

( artistic team )

Artistic Team for 2023 development:

Dramaturgy: Julia Barrette-Laperriere

Scenography: Anat Bosak

Writer in residence / Research: Mariana Viana



this solo

It is important to reiterate that this solo is meant to perform and accompany celebration. It upli�s the fact

of gathering together. Let’s work together to find the appropriate context for this work: it is portable,

adaptable, and can propose many containers. Thank you for reading this dossier and I hope it can provoke

conversation between you and your team, and me and mine.

( you )



this solo
marion storm is a dance artist based in Montpellier, France. storm’s dance projects have been presented

by Exponential Festival, AUNTS, La Mama Moves! Festival, and Brooklyn Art Book Festival, at Target

Margin Theater, DanceRoulette, Center for Performance Research, and McCarren Pool in New York

City (plus non-presented pop up performances including a slow walking performance on the original 3

blocks of Wall Street at rush hour…), and recently at the Centre Choregraphique National Montpellier

and 3 bis f - Centre d’arts in France. storm works with collaborators Alex Viteri Arturo and Daniel

Luhmann in very old buildings & medicinal gardens, Londs Reuter on eastern coasts of the US, and The

Hungry Mothers Collective trans-locally across time zones; she is committed to iterative processes,

unfolding on their own time signatures. storm received a Foundation for Contemporary Arts grant for

her performance / symposium resistance fantasies (NY) in 2019, and was awarded an Artistes dans la cité

scholarship by Fondation Hermès in 2019-2021 at Master exerce. storm began to choreograph dance in

( me ) 2010 at The New School University, on Lenapehoking land, in New York City, with a seven

minute dance called This is what it feels like to stand at the edge of the Grand Canyon.
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See Reference Bundle pg. 3  /  Meme credit: @angiegxox, Reddit.

Rehearsal images: Maria Kousi, Lake Studios


